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ABSTRACT 
The notion of subdirect sum of a set of rings is a gener-
alization of the familiar concept of direct sum and enables 
\ 
one.to prove representation theorems concerning general rings; 
-.... ·: ·"'"·--i .. o:-e-~~ -rings not necessarily -~atisfying finiteness assumptions. 
·•:=.~ ....... .... __ ....... ·--- _, ... --· -- ---· 
......... ,,.,,.,...._ __ .... 
It is the purpose of this thesis to organize spme of the funda-
·--·······- ..... ,.·_..;.., ______ mental theorems of subdirect sums of rings.·---~~ 
We begin by defining the notion of subdirect sum and .,. 
some related concepts after which we state and prove two theo-
- .. 
rems which are fundamental in the theory. These theorems give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary r¥ng to 
have a representation as a subdirect sum of a set of rings. 
·ffhe second chapt~er develops the notion of subdirectly 
I 
irreducible rings and gives the important theorem that any 
ring is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreduci-
ble rings. We also show that this representation, and hence 
subdirect sum representations, need not be unique, 
In particular instances the first of two questions posed 
in the Introduction is answered in Chapter III. Under which 
conditions does a given ring have a representation·as a sub-
direct sum of some specified class of rings? The question is 
answered (Theorem 10) when the given class of rings is a class ;, 
of fields I/(p), pa prime, and when the class of rings is a 
class of d!yision rings (Theorem 11). 
The final section is concerned with prime rings and their 
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countable prime rings are proved and these form the back-
ground material for the principal theorem of the section. 
This theorem illustrates the second problem stated in the 
...... -fnt·roduction-. ___ :r,1e -ar-e --given--·a-··c-ounta-ble s-et ... of. pri.~_e ·rings .. ~ ... 
. - - .... .. ~ ......... .,.. .- _ ___...,.,_._. I 
....... •· - - - - - - - ~ -~ ~-
-- .. 







m.ine under which conditions R[ x] h.as a representation as 
a subdire·c-t .. ·sun1· of· ·the -R~ ... 
. 1. 
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. A ABSTRACT 
The notion of subdirect sum of a set of rings is a gener-
alization of the familiar concept of direct sum and enables 
... ., .. - one to -pro\Zs. re.pr:e.sentati.on tMore:oo--c-&nc·e-r-1:1-i·ngr ·~4e'ft",_;Yal · • ... ' ...... ·-~ 11 • .- • ••••• ·~,t.,.· .,111a., ·~ 
, , . #' 
-, 
t • 
-~ . - . . . ,' ... - ............ ,... ·~....... . ........ , .. _ ...... i..,..._......,.., 
- rings; j.e. rings not necessarily satisfying finiteness 
assumptions. It is the purpose of this thesis to orga.nize 
some of the fundamental theorems of subdirect sums of rings. 
We begin by defining the notion __ of s·ub..dire.c.t. sum and . ....• ----·--·--·--- ._ ... 
.. 
some related concepts after which we state and prove two 
. 
theorems which are fundamental in the theory. These theorems 
give necessary and sufficient condiiions for an arbitrary 
ring to have a representation as a subdirect sum of a set of 
• rings . 
The sec·ond chapter develops the ·notion of subdirectly 
irreducible rings and gives the import-ant theorem that any 
ring is isomorphic to a subdirect sum ·of subdirectly irreducible /} 
rings. We also show that this representation, and hence sub--
direct sum representations, need not be unique. 
In particular instances the first of two questions posed 
in the Introduction is answered in Chapter III. Under which 
conditions does a given ring have_a representation as a sub-
direct sum of some specified class of rings? The question is 
answered (Theorem 10) when the given class of rings is a class 
fields I/(p), pa prime, and when the class of rings is a 
class of division rings (Theorem 11). 
The final section is concerned with prime rings and their 















countable prime rings are proved and these form the back~ 
ground material for .the principal theorem of the section. 
This theorem illustrates the second problem st·ated in the 
...... .,_ ......... - ......... ''·-"""' ,' •;..,"• ,., ........ ~•• ~ ... ,_,..,,,,,,. ........... ' ,, I ', •"• ,, .... - ....... .,... '"'..,.,.,.rt,~ ............. ,...,,-,.,~·•~.--·-.....• ........... • ._.........._ ............... ' ,•',\ o''•t,'Q ,·--
- - Introduction-: -we-are given a countable -set of- prime r1.ngs-
R. and a ring R of some specific type. We wish to deter-1. 
mine under which conditions R[x] has a representation as 
_·, :',sf ·:• 
., 
. -









The concept of direct sum is fundamental in the study ... .. " 
"""'"• .... ., _,. • ..._ .,..,..1,. .~' • .,• •• • ••' If ,i,..~"'• '. ._,.,~ • •••' /; ........... 
,_ ....... 
~ ,_,,.. ........ .,.,,......... r 
. . ....... of ···arry··"'iI'.t"ge6rafc<W sys~ including -t-he tlreory~ of rings-~- --In --
.• 
- - -· - -
this theory the rings under consideration are usually as-
sumed to satisfy certain finiteness assumptiops (e.g. the 
descending chain condition) and this is conducive to theorems 
....._.. ..... - ..... 
concerning direct sums. In the case of general rings, how-
ever~ many of these theorems become invalid indicating that 
the direct sum concept is somewhat inadequate·. It has been 
. found that an arbitrary ring R may be isomorphic to-a sub-
ring of a direct sum of certain rings S., but not to a com-1. 
plete direct sum of these rings. With this in mind the notion 
t 
of subdirect sum is defined to include that of direct sum, 
but in doing so some of the basic properties of the latter 
are lost. For example, the direct sum of a given set of 
rings Si is unique up to is·omorphism while there may exist 
many different subdirect sums of the S .. (An example is given 1 
at the end of the second chapter.) · 
It is natural, then, to i~vestigate the conditions under 
which a given ring has a un·ique subdirect sum representation. 
In my reading -I have not encountered any theorem which states 
necessary and sufficient conditions for such uniqueness. 
Several.questions have been answered however by early 
contributors to the theory. Given a ring R, does it have 
representations as a subdirect sum? What are the necessary 




,, I '1 4 
and suff-aicient conditions for a given ring R to have a repre-
sentation as a subdirect sum of a specifi.ed class of rings? 
Conversely, given a set of rings {si} does there exist among 
the various subdirect sums of these rings. one which is iso-
morphic to a ring S of some spec~_fj.c type?-. The.~~i~-~-t.~r.~~- .:~.-.~~.:--~ ;.~:.~· 
·-------
._...,._,..... 
.... .;/\ - .. ~ ,_.... 
•J ~ ~ •• ~.............-· 
·,1 .••• ·• -·· ·_ • .:_if,.is.ations ·tra:ve ·b·een fully investigated by H. Prufer (1925), 
W. Krull (1929), G. Kothe (1930), M.H. Stone (1936) and later 
...., ........... . 
--..,.. . ......, __.._... ..... 1 .. " ..... ~·.• ... ,,,,, •.·, .. ,,.,.I•> --··· ._.. __ FO • 
by N.H. McCoy. The converse problem, on the other hand, is 
a more difficult one not being studied in as great detail. 
In this area Krull came forward with the first major results 
which were later expanded by McCoy. 
The study of subdii;ect sums is extensive and. I do not 
pretend to exhaust the field. For example, the relation 
between radicals and subdirectsums is not discussed. Ne~er-
theless, I attempt to state and prove important theorems 
~ thus far developed which are fundamental in the theory. All 
the questions in the precedini paragraph are treated at length. 
The numbers in the brackets following an author's name 









- FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS 
.. -· --- -·-·------·------- ----~-------··- _._ ----------. --- .. --- __ _J 
We begin our development of subdirect sums by recalling 
. some of the basic concepts of the notion of direct sum. 
- ~~-------··--Let: S. (i =-1,2,- .. -.7 be· ri·ngs,·dis·t·i-r1~~_Qr ~dentical, __ _ 
1. 
~-,h.,.., •• ,•,&•••,,"•,'•o,l•W•·""""" ............. ; .... :.,.. • .-,. ,',•.•• f•r,oO'III'>'.~• ,.. .. t ,.- • ., •• ,,,... ....... ~ .. •:, ..... ,•<y,' - . ., -··"· ,,._.,.,...,• . .- .... •-~ •••" ~'\,J,,#" ..... j·.&1,'-.l-.'L...., ,<ti,,• 1,i.,,&.J ........ ,.,.- ... >II O ,,,,•: ........ ...,.. ,, ....................... . ..... ,,. .. .. . -.- .. - ... - _..,...__ .... . ......... ..._.. ... ····" ... ...,. ...... - -.................. :• ~-· 
! 
and let 
... ; •••• '"' ,., ••.•• <". ~ .... • • • • •• - •• ... , ........... , ..... ---- . ·-·. . . . .. 
S i Si= {<s 1 ,s2 , ... ) I si € Si i = 1,2,. ··}· 
We define addition and multiplication as S as follows: 
( s 1' s 2 , • • . ) + ( t 1 , t 2 , . • • ) = ( _s 1 +t 1' s 2 +t 2 , • . . ) I 
(s 1,s 2, •.. ) (t1 ,t2, : • • ) = (s 1tl's 2t 2, •.. ) • 
Sis called the direct sum of the rings Si. It is easily 
verified that the direct sum of any set of rings is itself a 
ring and the zero of Sis (O,O, •.• ), the zero in the ith place 
\ being the zero of ·s.. Lik~wise, S ha~ a· ·unit element (e1 ,e2 , .•• ) .1 
if and only if e. is the unit of S. for all i. 1. 1 ~ 
It is to be noted that the direct sum notation does not 
iniply that the number of rings S. need be countable. The 
1. 
concept of direct sum does not depend on the cardinal number 
of {si} nor on the fact that the set need be well ordered • 
• 
Lemma 1. Let 
----
Then S ! ~ S 
1. 
s! = {<o,o, •.• ,o,s.,o, ... )· I s. s s
1
.J·. 
1 1 1 
is a two sided ideal and S! ~ S. for all i. 
1 ' 1. 





( 0 , . . . 0, S . , 0 , . . . ) ( t l , t 2 , . . • ) = ( 0, . . . . , 0, S . t . , 0 , . . . ) E S !· 1 , · 1 1 1. 
and j 
( _t l '_ti., : . ~ ) { (? '- . _. ._ O ! s i: , _O ~ • !. ! )__ =:= _ ( 0 ., _ . . Jl O , t i s i , 0 , . . . ) e S i_ • - - - -
It is clear that Si is a subgroup of the additive group af ... S ..... , .... 
-
---···-···· '·····--··· .. ·-Hence SJ is a two s ideq _ idea.l. in. ~S ... ___ · . -· ~ ---
.... ·.··. --~-... --······· ... 
,,,....,..,. -
• 
., ............ ,,... ... - .,,,,,... 1·, •. ,.. t ._ .. .,·,..--., ........... -·-.. -· .. -:~ ""."'-~.' \~·r'_,; °"'11111 
- ,,.. .... ,.,,.. _;·-- - - - - • - - .... - - .,,... ·-· ·- ~ 
.r 
.,, .... , ....................... ~..--,-·.... ...... • • 
,....._.,_.,. 1 _.,.._ ... ....._-••r·,o,I, ,.·•,'•"•••.>I.,-.·-~, ,..--·.,.._ .. .,,.,l'I..,._ .•• .. ,l.t;-
· 
I,; ,..'•,..' .. ~ ~ .............. . 
-
.. 
Consider the correspondence 
···:: .... ····"." ·."•'" ·· .. ·: :· .,-·,. -~·.·: · ... ~"-.' - ~ ...... .-. . 
. .. ... ..... ... , ...................... ...._., ____ _ 
t . 4 t ( 0, ••. JO J t .. , 0, ... ) 1 
· ~1 t E S. i 1 between Si and sr. Clearly· this correspondence is l~l ahd 
onto. If 
s i , • ( 0, .. • .. , o·,,s·i.' o, :• .. • .... ) 
then 
Si+ ti f • (0, .. ! J:O!s·:f+tf_j_.O:;.~ ./.) = (0, .... ,;.o.,.si,·O., ..• , .. _) .+ 
;(0-:, .•• , .• , 0, t .. i t 'O·:., ...... ) 
and 
:= ·(O, ..... , o, s i, o, ... ). 
(O, ... ,O,ti,O., ... ) . 
Thus the correspondence gives the desired isomorphism. 
We note that the correspondence 
• (0,.~.,0,si,o., ... ) 
defines a homomorphism of S onto S ! with kernel n. where . 1 
, 1 
n . ~ { ( s 1 , . . . ~ s . 1 , 0, s . +l ' . . . ) I s . E S . } . 1 1.- 1 , 1 1 
By the Fundamental Homomorphism Theorem we have 
S /n. ~ S ! ~ S .. 1 1 1 
Q.E.D. 
If the set of rings {si} is finite, the direct sum will 
be denoted by 
• •• • S = s1 + s2 ·,+ s3 + • • • 
• 




- - - - -. 




Let S = + S. be the direct sum of the rings Si, i 
. I i 1€ 
Let T ~ S be a subring: 
~ 
trary element- of T, then the correspo~~~nc~ 
. t -, t . 
1. 
7 
= 1,2, ... 
by the above and Lemma 1 defines a homomorphism of Tinto S. 
1 
r<"t 
. .,., . * . V 
as t varies over Tf and hence onto a subring S. of S .. If L , 
-~r-
, • 4 - •• - .. - • • .. - - - ~· ... -
-- - ,.. """4 ,.,.,..--- --- • - --- _........_. 
- ~ .. £Or .--~v-Eir·y- f E. t;··~-; ·5~ ~ - the~-- T is called a stlbdir~~t 5.um· of. V .. 
..... -............ , .... ~ ............ - ..... _. .... , .. ;:, .................... _. ......... -~.--- .... ..... ~--
the rings Si and each Si is a component of T. ., 
As an illustration of the above definition, let I/(2) 
and I/(4) denote the rings of integers modulo 2 and modulo 4 
respectively. Then 
s = I/(Z) -f- I/(4) = { (0,0), (0,T), (0,2), (0,3), (I;O), (T,I), 
· (I,2),(I,3)} 
with the natural definitions_ of addition and multiplication. 
Let 
'T = {<o,0),(1,1),(0,2),(1,3)}. 
·'' Then Tc S and it is easily checked that it is_ a· su~ring of· :5::. 
Furthermore, Tis a subdirect sum of I/-(2) and I/(4) since 
every element of these rings is .t-he image of some element of 
T under the correspondence defined in the definition above. 
Let T be a subdirect sum of the rings S. (i = 1,2, ... ). 
. 1 
If a ring R is isomorphic to T, then Tis a representation of 
Ras a subdirect sum of the ~ings S. (i ~ 1,1, ... ). Suppose 1 ~ 
,(, 
the isomorphism between Rand Tis given by 
r , l t 
Then the correspondence 
r , , t 
---· t. 1 
r __·: 
€ R t e T'-
. ·J: . . .• 




-. . ····--p·~- .. '. ;.- · .. . : p . 
--Jio.· ,., ... -. !~----
;;. , ..... ,. 
... - 8 
defines a natural homomorphism of R onto s1 • 
We are now able to state an~ prove the fundamental repre-
sentation theorems on subdirect sums. 
-----
Theorem_;, 1. A ring R is isomorphic to·a subdirect sum T of 
rings S. (i=l,2, ••• ) if and only~ if there exist homomorphisms 
1 
h.: R • S. 
··1 · 1 
---
~""· ....... -~· .. -· . -. '~•' _ ..................... ·-· ~-' ... ', . .-.. ...... ., ,, ....... . 
. ~uch that-ii r E R~ r =/ O, then n·iCr) o/-b for at least one i. 
Proof: Let the isomorphism between Rand T be given by 
r • • t . 
Then the correspondence 
r • • t 
--· t. 1 ·t: •. :e:· s .: 1. .. l , .. '. 
defines a homomorphism 
h.: R ]_ ----- s. ]_ ( i =1, 2, ..• ) . 
Let re R, r i O. Since R ~ T, ti (O,O, .•. ). Hence for 
• some i, t. i O; i.e~. for some·i, h.(r) i 0 . 
1 1 
Now assume th:at: ther_e are homomorphislliS·· 
' 
h.: R 
·]_ -· s. 1 
such that hi(r} i O for some i when r =/ O. The correspondence 
r • • (h1 (r),h2(r), ..• ) 
is one from R into the direct sum S of the rings S. • We now l. . 
show that this correspondence def.ines a homomorphism of R into 
S. Let r, t, .E R. Then since .h·i ·: ~ 
we have 
• Si is a homomorphism 
r+t. ____ ., (hl (r+t) ,hz (r+t), •.• ) = (hl (r)±hl (t) ,hz (r)+h2(t), ... ) 
and 
I 
•'"· , .. ,. 




.. -··---~ - . ......-, ~-
....,..,._ •· - .......... ' . . . . . .. ... . .. ' 
.'IS'. 
.... 
rt • (h1(rt),h2(rt), ... ) = (h1(r)h1(t),h2(r)h2(t), ... ) 
= {h1 ( r) , h2 ( r) , ... ) (h1 ( t) , h 2 ( t) , •.. ) . 
Let T = {<h1 (r),h2 (r), ... ) Ir ER}, Then since hi(r)eSi' 
T ~ S • - Further, since the homomorphic image of a ring is a 
ring, Tis a subring of S. Consider the correspondence 
-
. ·-:--". ''!' 
__ .... _ ... ______ ... ·--···- .. -. ........ -···· •.•••• - ...... _ ..................... -- • ..--,. ........... ,.,. ..... , ___ -··-· ........... - ... _ ........ 9' ....... , .... ,. •• ~,"'.'' ,•\, ...... •t• 
Since hi is a homomorphism of R onto Si, every eleme~t o~- -~i 
---··· ..... 
is t.he ·· image of at least one element of R and hence of at 
least one element of T. Thus Tis a subdirect sum of the 
rings S. and the correspondence 1 
, r • ( h 1 ( r) , h 2 ( r) , ... ) 
defines a homomorphism of R onto a subdirect sum of the rings 
s .. 
1 
By the hypothesis if re R, r i O, then hi(r) i O for 
:some i. Hence the above homomorphism has zero kernel and is 
in fact an isomorphi§Jn. Q.E.D. 
Corollary: If R is homomorphic to each of a set of rings St 
1 
and R is isomorphic to at least one of the St, then R has a 
representation as a subdirect sum of the rings St. 
1 
Proof: Let h. : R 
1. 
---~ S* be a homomorphism for all i and for 1 
some i 0 let h. : R ~ S* be an isomorphism. Let O ire R. l. 1 0 0 
Then h. (r) f O and by-Theorem 1, R. is isomorphic to a sub-
10 
direct sum of the rings Sf. . . ... Q~E.D. 
If in a representation of Ras a subdirect sum of rings~ 
/'"'" S., the natural homomdrphism of R onto S. is an isomorphism 1 1 
., 
for.at least one i, then this is a trivial representation; 








··, . . 
,· 
10 
Th~orem 2. A ring R is· isomorphic to· a subdirect sum of rings 
s.· if and only if there exist in R two sided ideals J. such 1 1 
that R/Ji ~ Si and . () Ji = 0. 
1 
Proof·: Suppose R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of the rings 
By Theorem 1 for each i there exists a homomorphism 
---.. S. such that if Of re R, h.(r) i O for some i. 1 1 
··-· ........ .,.,......... .~ .... -.. ·-·,:i· . ·- .... -~- ...... '"' ....... ,, .. . . ~ .• ..,,,.. .., ,.... .,.........__... . ..... . -·- -___ ...., .. _ .. , ..... 
i?. 
·- Let · J . - des igrra·t-e .. w .. ti1e·"-kerrret ·-of·· h---: ··; .... · ·Tfiefl 4 ·r; ·· i's. -a~ ~ti~io ·---~fidecf -.... ·- .... -- ....... - ~-.,. ... ·-·· 1 · 1 1 . 
., . 
. ' .......... ~---···-·4•-: .... ., .•.. ·' .. .... ......,..,. .-. ~---· ..•• ~-- ..................... ··1dea1·~n-R a·na· ... by""'the ... -F-tindamenta·i Homomorphism Theorem 
R/J. ~ S .• 
1 1 
Further, n J. = o. ~or suppose O i XE n J. . Then x e J. for 
. 1 
. 1 1 1 1 
all i and hi{x) = 0 for all i which is a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose ideals J. exist in R having· the given 1 
properties. Then there exist homomorphisms h.: R , • S. 
1. 1. 
with kernels Ji. If hi (r) = O for all i, then r e ()Ji and 
1 
r = 0. Hericerif r i O, h.(r) i O for some i and by Theorem 1, 1 
R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of th~ rings S.. Q.E.D~ 1. 
It is seen that Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent. Their 
principal contribution to the theory is in stating the main 
difficulty, that of establishing the existence of the required 
homomorphisms or ideals.4 It will be apparent that most of the 
results stated in this paper are applications of these theorems. 
Let R be a ring and let J be a two sided ideal of R.- J 
is said to be a prime ideal if for any a,b e R, ab e J implies 
a e J or b e J. 
Lemma 2. 
----
If J is a prime ideal .tn .a commutative ring R, then 
R/J is an integral domain. · 





-it has no divisors of zero. Let a be the residue class to 
·· which a belong.s modulo J. Let a, b E R/J be such that ab = O. 
Then ab: -0 (mod J) and hence ab e J. Since J is pri.me, a E J 
-orb e J; i.e. a~ 0 (mod J) orb~ 0 (mod J). 
or b = O. 
Hence a = 0 
Q.E.D. 
In the following, "ideal" will mean two sided ideal un-
. 
- . - - .......-- ..... --...... .. . . ,. . . . . 
.. . ... ~· 1 h.. ··:··~ . d . . ......... ,,,>·•.,.,.,._1, .. , .... ·- ·-· .•·••• .... ,~-· ................... ... ... .a.J,.,..,,,. , . ......-. ... ,,.,,.~ .. -.....~.~ ... ---~ • ...... ..... ·- ........ ~·-· .. · ... - ·- .. ·~-.-~, .... ,_.., ,.e I mr~~k-..... "PJ.-.~i-n· ·-···-·-~·-------.. ~ ... -·-... '·· ·· · ·· ··:".''.,·--:: ·: ···-- .~ ~.::, ~ UL W a;:J ~ t; L CL~ t- • 
. ' ,I 
,d 
. .,,, .• , ...................... ,,., .. ,1, .. ,.... 
.....,....... . 
---· ·'. .......... , ..... ···--. -- Let R be a· col11Illutativ~ ring and J an ideal of R. A prime 
.. SI ideal P ~ R is a minimal prime ideal belonging to ~ if J, P 
and there does not exist a prime ideal P'~ R such that 
J~ P 1 C P. 
'. 
Let R be a commutative ring and J an\ ideal o.f R.- · Then we 
define the radical of J as follows: 
--
rad J ={re R I r 0 eJ for some integer n }: 
It can be shown that rad J is itself an ideal of R. The ·rad~ 
ical of ~ ring R is defined as the radical of th·e zero ideal. 
Again let R be a commutative ring and r ER. Then r is 
n . said to be nilpotent if r = 0 for some integer n. Thus we 
see that the radical of a commutative ring is simply the set 
of all nilpotent elements. 
We state the following theorem without proof. 
Theorem 3. The radical of an ideal Jin a commutative ring 
-----
R is the intersection of all minimal prime ideals belonging 
to J. (For proof see McCoy [12] .) 
Theorem 4. Let R be a commutative ring. Then R is isomorphic 
tq. a subdirect sum of integral domains if and only if R con-








tains no nonzero nilpotent element. 
Proof: Let T be a subdirect sum of t·he integral domains T1 _ 
and let the isomorphism between Rand T be given by 
•i .......... . 
t. e T. ]_ . 1. 
Then 
k k k 
r ~ ___ .. ( t 1 , t _2 ~ ... ~ ___ ·. -··-~ 
c·orrespondeTI~e· .. i-s· ·· art isomorphism. However _ T. is an · i11t"Egral - ---
·' 1 . 
domain and it contains no proper divisors of zero. Hence 
' t. = 0 for all i and ·r =O; i.e. R contains no nonzero nil-1 
potent element. 
Conversely~ suppose R contains no nonzero nilpotent ele~ 
tne-n-t. Then rad R = rad ( 0) = 0. Let 
':S = {qi I qi minimal prime ideal in R belonging to (O)} . 
:B·y Theorem 3, (:1 B = 0. Let 
. 1. 
A= {pi I pi prime ideal in R}, 
Then B c; A and Cl A c; (.) B. Hence (;\ A = 0; ·i-. e. the inter-1 1 1 ; 
section of all prime ideals pi~ R is zero. By Lemma 2 R/pi 
.is an integral domain and applying Theorem 2 we see that R 
is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of integral domains. 
·n. 
~--= 





'-;; ) r ·, 
.. • =- -· ·-
._. 
, I ~· 
,.L ') 
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CHAPTER II - SUBDIRECTLY IRREDUCIBLE RINGS. 
~ 
A ring R which has no non trivial representation as a 
subdirect· sum of any set of rings is said to be subdirectly 
irreducible. Equivalently, R is subdirectly reducible if 
'" . 
there exists a representation of Ras a subdirect sum of 
.. . . ..,_-. ..~..... ... - ~ .. ··--
- . - -
- ·- - .. -
·~- -· ·-· ... -···· ~-·· ;; .. ··: .... ' .. ''"" ... nu-,ri11g.s· .. 5 .. ~ .. · .. 3·och··· tird.·t 1ro· -· ·on·e .. a·£ the l1orrrornclrph is ms "'R .... C ":O, . s··.·· ·' ....... ,, ... , ... .;,,:;.-· .. , .... _.•.:• ...... '. . .· ... . 
, 1 l. 
. 
. - ·---··· -is an isomorphism. 
We recall that a field F contains only ~wo ideals, (0) 
and (F). There are, then, only two homomorphic images of F, 
F/(0) s F and F/F ~ (0). Suppose Fis isomorphic to a sub-
direct sum of rings Si. Not all the Si can be zero, since F 
has more than one element. Hence, for some k, Skis a field 
isomorphic to F. Thus no non trivial representation of F 
exists and Fis subdirectly irreducible. 
The following lemma follows immediately from Theorem 2. · 
.. 
~ 
Lemma 3. Let R be a ring and let B be the set of all nonzero 
ideals in R. Then R is subdirectly irreducible ·if and only 
if n B i {O). 
Proof: Suppose R is subdirectly reducible. Then R has a non 
trivial representation as a subdirect sum of rings S.; i.e. ]_ 
there exists nonzero ideals ai c; R such that n {ai} = (O) and 
R/ai ~ S~ ?/ R for any i .. If A= {ai}' then nB~~A = (0). 
Suppose ai are nonzero ideals in R such that (i' {ai}=(o) 
and R/a. ~ S .. By Theorem 2 a non trivial representation of 1 l. 




reducible. Hence if R is subdirectly irreducible we can not 
find a set of nonzero ideals in R with zero intersection; 
i.e. nB7'(0). Q.E.D . 
We note, then, that J = n B. =/ (O) i~ the unique ·minimal 
ideal in a subdirectly irreducible ring. 
The following fundamental 1:l1eorem shows the impo~tance · -I 
-- -- ·-- ·-I • - #- ..... - • ' : ..,.... • -. 
~--
• - '. •• ' - • ., • 





Theorem 5. Any ring R is isomorphic to. a. subdirect sum of 
-----
sutdirectly irreducible rings. 
Before proving this theorem we recall ·th.e -following 
facts. Let 111 be a set and Z a collection of subsets of 7ft • 
If M E Z. is such that if Mc; A for any A E Z. implies M = A, 
then ·M is said to be a maximal element in X. • Let 111 and X 
be as above. If for any L., L. EZ, L.C L. or 1.,1., then i J 1 - J J 1. 
.r is said' to be totally ordered with respect to inclusion. 
Zorn I s Lemma. Let 7fl be a set and X a collection of subsets 
of 711. If the union of any totally ordered subcollection 
of z • element of~ then 1:.. has a maximal element. is an J 
J!'! Proof of Theorem 5: Let O =j a E R and let 
- -
z = {J I J an ideal of R and a ¢ J} • 
Then (0) 
€~. Further, • the • of a totally ordered since union 
set~of ideals not containing a is an ideal not containing a, 
we have that if L E ~ for a E U , then a 
L e X. 
a 
ae U 













0 1 X € n {J a I a € R, a =I ~} • 
Then x e Ja_ for all a e R, a =/ 0 and hence x e 
a contradiction.~ Thus 
a e R, a =I O} = (0) .. 
15 
J • This is 
- X -· - -- - -- - -- . 
. By Theor~-~ ~~·-..! is iso·morphic to ci __ _§ubdirect sum of the rings 
. . 
. : ,:. .:.·· :. -·- -
--- - - - - - :!II--. ·- - - .... ~ ·- -.--•-....... ----- -· .. _ - r - - - - - - - - - - - -· -· - - . - -... --
,,-,-. • ,._,,._ - •-• .. • ,• •••• "'·{: · •• ·,- ',.'.,,/_-:, .. I• ,.-




M,, ,• , ..... ---- -~·---·-·· 
-
We now show that R/J is subdirectly irreducible -for each a 
a e R, _a' =/ 0. Let x denote the residue class to which x be-
l~gs modulo Ja. Since a i Ja' a¥ 0 (mod Ja) and hence i-:/ 0. 
Let N be any nonzero ideal of R/Ja ~nd let 
K = {r € R I r . € N} . 
Then it is clear that K is an ideal of R a.nd J ·c K a - • 
-If J = K, 
a 
N = 0 which is impossible. Thus J a C K and s·ince J a is maximal 
in £. , K f/ Z . Hence a E K, a E N and a 1 0. Hence we have 
n {co) 1 N I Nan ideal of R/Ja} =I (O) 
and by Lemma 3, R/Ja i.s: -s·ubdirectly irreducible for each a E R, 
a =I 0. Q.E.D. 
A simple ring R is· a ring which has, no nonzero two sided 




A simple ring is subdirectly irreducible. 




A subdirectly irreducible commutative ring R with 







Proof: By Lemma 3 there is an element j of R, j i Osuch 
of R. Let that j is in all nonzero 
J = y E 
Then it is clear that J is an ideal 
R} .. ,--····--- ... -· 
and jJ"''E J. Since R is 
without nonzero nilpotent elements, j 3 i 0. Thus Ji (0) 
and hence j E 4-.i.e. there exists x E R such that-~jf~ j.-
- - -· - - - - - - - - ................. _.. _.... ,,.. .. ., .,--c ..• .... ... ·- ,.. ... .. . - ___ .. 
··t · ···- -
,:: ; 
.·,.,, ....... ·· , ....... , .... ,.,.,., ... , .... ,~~n!f,·.·e···=· ¥xj·~·· ,; -i,••· ·:· • : - ... ~ . -.., : ..... •- •••••·.·-•- ....... - •. .,, .... .._ .•• ,..._,,._ ... , .... -...-....,. •. ,,. • ..._._ ......... ,,-,• J~•-?-•'•''"•"',.,;,-..,u•I .......... .,, •'·"' -._.r,- , .• .._.••I .. ,1.4.\iV ':'l_:W: . .,..-~.,~·;.~••1•~ •• :,.;~~,..:~.,..,.;...;~~ ,...,lti) .... A 
then 
...... ~-----. .- .. -..... ·--.·- .. -· - --·· .. 
·2 2. 2 
e = X J = 
···- 2 -·-- -- . 
x (xj ) = xj = e 
.... _ 
•• -~J 
and e =/ 0 since~ .. 
. . 2 . =1· 0 eJ = XJ = J . ·· • 
We also note that any ideal of R containing j must also con-
. . 
tain e since e = xj and x ER. Thus e is in :all nonzero ideals 
of R. Let 
L = {t-te t E RJ. 
It is clear that Lis ~n ideal in R. If Li (0), e e Land 
f:'or' -some t 1 E R 
e = t 1.-t-.1e ... 
Then 
2· e = t ·e-t e2 = t e-t e = 0 1 1 1 1 , 
implies that e = 0 since R has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
This is a contradiction. Hence L = {O), and t =te for all 
t ER and e is the unit pf R. Since e is in all nonzero 
•, 
, . ideals of R, the ring must be simple. 
.";j 
{ax R}, I . Let R, a =/ 0 and let B = Since B • a E X E 1S 
a2 ideal and i 0 • • B, B - R. Hence the equation ax an 1S in -- -
.... 
. ,, 




Commutative subdirectly irreducible rings are completely 




Let R be a commutative ring witl1 at least one 
~----- - ·-----·-- . ----·----- -- --- -- ··- ---- : .. --~-----:... 
,.,--.,j 
element which is not a divisor of ~ero and let D be the set 
of all divisors of zero in R. Then R is subdirectly irre-
~ 
ducible if and only if it has the following properties: 
.. . 
·- - ~ .. .... ...... ...... ~ ( ........ - - ---_.... ~ ............. ._.... _..... -· ... ------
· --·~-~ ..... -.;.~ .. -.~ •• :; •• ~· .. ,h: ... , .•. , ••. ,n.-·-~--, ,;, ··1-,-·;-·3· = .... -.·i~x"··e .. "R· .. -r~··ux·-~=···u· is ··-a:~-pr.irici·paI -·icfea·r"'··J-.. =····(j'j'···r··~~(UJ;···,.·--·---····--··"-· 
·a· .;,, 
-·--- I 2') n·= y E R Jy - 0 • - , -W· --- .. 
3) R/D • field; 1S a 
4) If d 1 E D and dl. i J, then there ~xists a2 e D, d2 ( J 
such that dld2 E J ~. 
Proof: If R has np nilpotent elements and is subdirectly 
irreducible, by Theorem 7 Risa field and D = (0). Thus 
J =R=(e) where e is the identity of R. Clearly R/(0) is a 
field and Jy = 0 if and only if y = O. Property 4) does not 
apply here. Conversely, suppose R has the stated properties 
and is without nilpotent elements. If Di {O), there exists 
a d1 ED, d1 i O. Since jD = 0 and. j i Owe have jd1 = O; 
i.e. j € D. Again, since jD = 0 and j eD, j 2 = Q. This is 
a contradiction. Hence D = (O)and R/(0) ~Risa field and 
... 
thus is subdirectly irreducible. We have shown that the theo-
rem is true when R is without nilpotent elements. 
Assume, now, that R has at least one nilpotent element 
and that R satisfies the stated properties. We first show 
that J ~ (a) for all a =/ 0. 
J = (j) = {rj+nj I r e R, n an integer} , 
-. '"'{· 
18 
First suppose a E J, a i Oo Then 
a = bj+kj 
for some b e R, k an integer. Let C.tE __ ~, ~·.f/· D ... Then·· 
\ 
ac ~ (bj+kj)c = (bc+kc)j 1 O. 
< 
·By property 2) J annihilates· all of D so that bc+kc i-D. Let 
. .. x den9te the i::_w i.due .c l~_s§ _t-9 .... ~i~ch ..x ·-·b-elong£. .. mgdulo D. T.be..n.. ·-- .. , ··----
_____ .. -~:;:: .. - ·~ ·• ;.;7.·.::: .:- -:= .. ~.-=.: --~ -_::...·- -· . , . , ---·• -..--, -·-----r· 
-
. 
bc+kc = O. By property 3) there exists x 
€
 R/D such that. 
... ,- -we ...... ....,_._. 
x{bc+kc) = I 
where I i~ the unit of R/D. Then for any y E R/D 
x(bc+kc)y = y. 
Hence 
x{bc+J.s.c)y = ·y+d 
-i 1 .• 
for some d ED depending on y. Letting y = c we have 
x(bc+kc)cj - cj+dj - • - CJ 
s.ince jD - o. SinC.~ C i D we have 
x(bc+kc)j - .. -· J 
and 
- (bj+kj )xc - i, axe - - J • 
thu$·. j e (a) and hence J <; (a). 
.-.. .. 
If a€ D, a¢ J, then by 4) there exists a1 € tr, d1 ¢ J 
·such that j = adl; i.eo J~ (a). 
Now if a i D, then a= 0 and there exists x 
€
 R/p such 
that ax= I, where I is as above. 
axa = a+d 
-Then axa = a or equivalently 
for some d ED. Further, since axaj = aj+dj = aj and a e: D 
axj = j 
' : • .J 
-
. 'h 
. ._.. . 
-----. . :-""":"-: ·~·-"' 
\· 
19 
and J ~ (a). Thus the intersection of all nonzero ideals in 
R is not zero and Lemma 3 gives one part of the theorem. 
Now suppose that· R has at least one nilpotent element 
and_. is subdirectly irreducible. By the remark preceeding 
Theorem 5, R has a unique minimal ideal Ji (O). If a e J, 
·-
·--·· S_t~ce ... J i.s .... !Ilin1~~,~, ~-.( ~- _=:. .J_; .J-... o ~--- •• J ... i~ .. ,g§D.~J:g.!.~9. b_y ___ B:ny_Q_r\.~ .............. ,. 
of its nonzero elements. Suppose J = (j), 0 i j E J. 
Let O i a e R be arbitrary. Then since R i D, aR i (O). 
and aR is an ideal in R. 
such that 
Hence Jc aR and there exists x e R 
-
ax = _j_ •. (I) 
Recall that the radical of R is an ideal and so it contains 
2 . 2 J; i.e. j is nilpotent. Suppose j i O. From above j y = j 
for some y €Rand j 3y, = j 2 -:/ 0 implies j 3 -:/ O. We see that 
if j 2 -:/ O, jn-:/ 0 for any integer n. This is a contradiction 
since j is nilpotent. Thus j 2 = 0 necessarily. 
Let a e R be arbitrary and consider the ideal aJ·. Either 
aJ = (0) or J ~ aJ. But it is cl~q.r that aJ c; J and thus either 
aJ = (0) or aJ = J. Clearly if.~a ¢ D, aJ = J ·i O; i.e. 
{y € R [ yJ = 0} <; D. 
Now let 
B = {x € R l ax = 0} . 
Then B is an ideal in R and either B = (0) ·. or Jc; B •. If a e D, 
/. 
then B i (0) and Jc; B. Hence aJ c aB 
-
= (0). Thus aJ = Oand 






which is property 2) of the theorem. 
We now show that R/D is a fiet·d. Suppose a e R and c t/ D 
are arbitrary. Then cj =/ 0 and from above there exists x e R 
such that cjx = J. Thus cjxa-ja = (cxa-a)j = 0 and cxa-a 
€ D. 
Let y = xa. Then cy-a = 0 (mod D) or equivalently 
cy = a. 
---....a.. ' ---- ._..._,_ ·---
.. ·-- .......... --~- ': .......... --·-... ---·· ~-.' - ... ---- -- ...... ~ ..&...-... ..--, ___...... -
.· ..... .,.,__- .• ,,.,. ..... , ......... -
..... - ........ -: ........ s·Inc·e. ·a-~e R ··an·a··~·c··--~/·· I> -were-···arb.it~~-~y, .. th-i;·-shows 4that R/D is 
-·-
·--....... ' ....;.:;.~ ; ~ .... ---·- ·- . 
a~ield. 
· We now consider property 1). Let(O i a€ R be such that 
aD = O. From equation(~) above there exists x e R such that 
ax= j. If c i D, then 
axe = cj =/ 0 
,. 
and thus xc (j D; i.e. XC ;j O. By property 3) there exists 
-
-t e R/D such that xct = c, or equivalently 
xct = c+d 
f·o:r:ts·orne t e R, d e D. From above we have, since ad := () 
axct = a(c+d) = ac+ad = ac = cjct • 
H·e·n·c,e ,a = j t and a e J . Thus 
{x 
€ R I xD = 0} <.;;;J. 
But, since J is minimal 
J c; {x 
€ R I xD = o} 
and proper.ty 1): is established. 
Let d1 € D, d1 i J. Then by equation (I) d1dz = j e J 
for some dz E R. If dz E J, b.y property 2), dl dz = 0 which 
















by property 1) we must have d1D = 0 •. Again property 1) implies 
that d1 e J which is a contradiction. 
completes the proof. 
Thus d2 e D and this 
A,· -~ 
Corollary. Let I be the integers and 'p a prime. Then 
.. 
:.:.: ~ .. ---.~: ... 
R = 1/(pm) is subdirectly irreducible. .. 
, 
............ .........~ ~.. .._.. ·-·• ---- •~- - ,., •• ._ ••••.--, ..... _. •• -••• .. ~ ·•'•tt•.4 ... •.••• •I"', I ... ,_ '• ._,.•• ""l ••·1,1 ' ,. ' o. . ' ''••• ,,.,~-I 
.---··----~proof: Clearly R· ·i·s a colntnutative ring with a unit and D is 
___ . __ ... _ ........ 
.. ·····-·· ... _. 
not empty. Let x e o:·- Then'"t:here exists y-e·R, y =/ 0 such -
that xy' = O; i~.e. xy = 0 (mod (pm)). Thus p l xy ("p divides 
xy") and hence p I x or p l y. Suppose the latter is the· 
-- -.. - .. 
case. Then y = kp for some k e R and s·ince xy = 0 we must have 
i = mpm~l for some i e-R; i.e. i e Ci). If p Ix, then clearly 
X € (p). Hence D ~ (p) • 
---........ 
.-
Now suppose O = x .e (p). Then x - Ip for some I e- ~-
Letting "'y = I1p111-l, Ii e R, we have "'y = 0 and xy = lnppm-l = O; 
i.e. x e D and (p) c; D. Thus D = (p) •\ Observe that we have 
also shown J = ci?-1). 
To show that R/(})) is a field, we need only show that 
(p) is maximal in R. Suppose A is an ideal of R such that 
(p)C A. Then there exists x e A, xi (p) and the greatest 
common divisor of x and p must be one. Hence there exist in-
tegers sand t such that sx+tp = 1, or equivalently 
- - -sx + tp = 1. 
•,. 
- -Since A • ideal and p E A, 1 E A. Thus A= R, and (p) • 1S an 1S 
maximal • R· • R/(p) • field . in i.e. 18 a , 
Finally, let d1 e D, d1 ¢ J. Then d1 = YP fat some Yi J. 
~· l. . •• 
22 
If m > 2, let d2 = zp"1- 2 • Then d2 e ('p) = D and d2 i J. Also, 
---m-2~ m-1 d1d2 = yzp p = yzp e J. 
If m ~- 2,._then J ~ (p) -Or J-= Rand "t-here is no- element·o-f· D - ···-
not in J. 
. . 
The representation of a ring Ras a subdirect sum of sub-
directl_y_i_rredt1cible r_ings ·is not· un±qu·e .- __ -L~t. r~ be~~·e-ne -inte-·· - ··· .. ... • . ...... -·-. 













. ~ . 
then A= (0). For if not, there is,an xi Osuch that xis 
,divisible by all primes ·of the form 4k-l. Clearly this is an 
impossibility. By Theorem 2 I is isomorphic to a subdirect 
sum of the fields I/(pk) each of which is subdirectly irreduci-
ble. Similarly, if qk is a prime of th~ form 4j+l and if 
B = Q { (q~) }, then B = (0) and I is isomor~hic to a subdirect 
' 2) sum of the rings I/(qk each of which is subdirectly irreduci-
ble by the above Corollary. Note, however, that since (ql) is 
contained in (qk), (q~) is not maximal and thus I/(q~) is not 
a field. Hence these two represe-ntations are ·essentially 
different. 
-~ 











CHAPTER III - CHARACTERIZATIONS OF P-RINGS 
AND REGULAR RINGS 
23 
A Boolean.ring is a ring R of more than one element in 
which each element is idempotent; 
2 -X - X 
• l.. e. 
- -- ---- ...... - -- --- ·-- - ·----
~--................ : 
- ....-. .· 
Lemma 4o 
----
A Boolean ring R has characteristic 2 and is com-
mutative. 
Proof: Let a e R be arbitrary. Then a 2 = a. Since 2a e R, 
(2a) 2 = 4a2 = 4a = 2a 
and thus 2a = Oo Note then that a= -a for all a e R. 
Let a, b e R. Then a+ be Rand 
. 2 
a+b = (a+b) = a2+ab+ba+b2 = a+ab+ba+b. 
Hence ab+ ba = 0 and ab= -ba = ba from above. Q.E.D. 
Since x2 = x, it is clear that xk = x for any integer k 
and thus a Boolean ring can have no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
We can now easily prove the following result first form-
ulated by M.H. Stone [14]. 
Theorem 9. Aring R i~ a Boolean ring if and onl_y if it i-s. 
isomorphic to a subdirect sum of fields I/(2). 
Proof: Suppose R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum· T of fields 
I/(2)o Clearly Risa ring with more than· one elemerit. If 










i.e. each element of Tis idempotent. Hence each element of 
R is idempotent and R is Boolean\. l_ l 
'V 
Conversely, suppose R is Boolean. By Theorem 5 R is iso-
morphic to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings 
.. 
Thus each S. is a homomorphic image of R. We now show 1. 
~-- .. ·---···-···· that if S. i 0, 4 then S. is a Boolean ringo Suppose 1. 1. 
--· -- -- --·.....-.. 
...... ..._, ~.._.. 
-- -----
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. . 
. -- -is a homomorphism. Then for any re R, 
. . 
1.. e. 
[h.(r)] 2 = [h.(r)][h.(r)] = h.(r2) = h.(r) · 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. , 
each S. is a subdirectly irreducible Boolean ring. 1. Since 
a Boolean ring is commutative with more than one element and 
zero radical, by Theorem 7 we have that each S. is a field. 
1. 
Moreover, each S. has characteristic 2 and each element satis-1. 
fies the equation x2 -x = O. Hence S. = I/(2). 
1. Q.E.D. 
Let p be a fixed prime. Then a ring R with more than 
one element is a £-ring if 
xP = x and px = 0 
fbr ~~ch k e R. Note that a Boolean ring is a p-ring with p=2. 
I:t. has been shown by McCoy [ 12 J that a p-ring is neces-
sarily commutative. As in the case of a Boolean ring, a p-ring 
can have no nonzero nilpotent elements. McCoy and Montgomery 
'·. 
[8] have generalized the preceding theorem as follows. 
Theorem lOo A ring R is a p-ring if and only ·if· it is is.o~ 
morphic to a subdirect- sum of fields I/(p). 
Proof: Assume ~Risa p-ring. By Theorem 5, R is .isomorphic 
to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings S., each 
l. 
······'i .. , 




.·c -· \°-- .. -.- -.. --. --· --
of Which must be a commutative p-ring s~ce each Si is the 
~omomorphic image of a commutative p-ring. Thus each s1 
is a field. Further, 
and px ~ 0 
. - - -- -- - - -
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. . ~ 
for each x e s1 i =. 1,2, ..•. Hence each S. is isomorphic to 
............................. l.. . . . . . . . . . - . . ..... . 
I/(p). 
--· ..... - ··•- ~,..~ ...... , •n••••• ._._ •• , , ... --, ·-·· "'· ···•,, ... ,_ ,• ...... .....-~ •• ., , • ... ". 
. ....•.. -~• ' ·--...- w __ .... _ ........ ~ . --- • 
.. ._. . ' ...._. . -· .. _._...,._.... . 
. ······· .................. ,, ... ·- .-.... . ... ..._.,_._ ___ ... ~ 
Now let T be a subdirect sum of the fields I/(p)_ and let 
h: R • • T 
be an isomorphism. If t E T, then there exis·t:s· r e R such 
h -l ( t) 
s--'""'----.. 
that - r. Recall, if t. E I/(p), t~ = t. and p~ - o. - L. -l. l. 1 1. . 
Hence, • -1 T R • also isomorphism, since h : 4 .. l.S an 
... 
and 
-1 -1 -1 · 
· pr = ph (t) = h (pt) = h (0) = O. 
Clearly, R has more than one element and thus Risa p-ring. 
Q.E.D. 
The concept of a regular ring is due primarily to J. von 
Neumann [15]. A ring R is regular if for each a e R there 
exists an x e R such that 
axa = a . 
. _Nd.t:'e that the existence of a unit element is not assumed. 
A division ring Risa ring with more than one element 
•/. 
' 
and in which the equation 
ax= b 
has a unique solution x in R for each-a, b. e R, a i O. We 
note that a division ri~g R has no proper divisors of zero. 
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elements X and y in R such that ~ 
ex - d and dy - x. -
Then r 
cdy - ex - d ;' 0 
and thus cd 1 De 
Lemma 5 0 Every division • D has ·a unit element. ring 
-
·l'~Q.9 .. f·:_1et .. 9-=f· a ,.t _D d11d o·-:j··e u··D t/e--t:,ttc·h that---~a-B--~~.-- · Then ... ~-
2 
ae . = .ae i.mplies that 
2 . 
a(e·-e) = 0. 
Since a i O and D has no proper divisors of zero we must have 
e 2 = e • 
• 
Lett e D be arbitrary. Then 
(t-te)e = te-te2 = te-te = 0 
and 
e(t-et) = et-e2t =et-et= O. 
S-in.:ce e =i O and D has no proper a·ivisors of zero we must ~aye·· 
t-t.e: ;: t-et = O 
• 1.e. t = et = te o 
Hence e is the unit element of Do Q.E.D. 
Since every nonzero element of a division ring has an in-· 
I 
V'erse, it is easily seen that such a ring must be regular. 
Observe· that a p-ring R is regular. For let a e R and suppose 
p > 2 o Then 
P-2 p aa a = a = a. 
If p = 2, then 
2 . 2 
aaa = a a= a = a. 
The center C(R) of a ring R is defined as follows. 
.. 
...... _ ......... 
. . • - .. 
'· . 
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C(R) = {r €RI ra = ar for all a€ R}. 
The following lemmas and theorem are due to A. Forsythe 
,, 
and McCoy [3]o 
Lemma 6. 
----
Let R be a ring without nonzero nilpotent elements __ • __ 
..,,.-. 
Then every idempotent of R is in C{R) • 
. • . 
Proof: __ Let c € R.be idempotent and let x e R be arbitrary. 
.... - .. - - - . . . . - .. -- __.,..._ ·--- . 
. __ .,,...,._ ... ..-. 
- - - - - - -~ -- --
-' 
, .•.• ,· ..... --.-·., , ••• ··- ... _..__ ... ,.·--· ....... ,,.._.._ • .., ...... - • ~ .... "r ... . ·.-. . ..... . . . ......... ______ ·"*~-~ ........... -~--~"'-
2 (cxc-cx) 
= cxcxc-cxcx-cxcxc + cxcx = o. 
~ ...... - . -.. .; .. ... :.:-: .· ...... . 
·Since R has no nonz-ero nilpotent elements, cxc = cxo Similar-
ly CXC = XC. Hence ex= xc for all x e R; i.e. c e C(R). 
-
Lemma 7. If Risa subdirectly irreducible ring without non-
----
zero nilpotent elements, then the only idempotents in Rare 
the zero and the unit if the latter exists. 
Proof: Suppose ·c is idempotent, c =/ O. By Lemma 6 c e C(R) .• 
Let J = {x-cx l x € .R }· Then since c € C(R}, it is clear 
that J is an ideal in R. If J = (0), x =ex= xc for all 
x e R; i.e. R has a unit element c. If J =/ (0), let 
L = {ex Ix€ R}. ~ 
Th L . .d 1 . R b f L 6 d . 2 L en 1s ~n 1 ea 1n ecause o emma .an since c e , 
2 
C = C -~ 0 T , L 1 (O). If z e: J nL, then there exist x, y e R 
such that 1 
Then 
z = cy 
and J n L = ( O) ~ 
-~ 
z ··= x-cx = cy-. 
= c(cy) = c(~-cx) =ex-ex= 0 
Thus the intersection of all nonzero ideals· 
in R is zero· and by Lemma 3, R is not subdirectly irreducible. 
• ... ,;-, ... # .,..- ... .. • '· •• ··,...... •• • ••• ·.: •,:..; - ... 








A regular ring R has no nonzero nilpotent elements 
if and only if fpr each a~ R there exists x e R such that 
2 
ax= a. 
Proof: Suppose R is regular and without nonzero nilpotent 
elements. Let a e R. Then there exists x e R such that 
axa =--a. Since 
• • r • ... r - - ,. '"' • _ - '- .. ~--- • _,A• • - •• - -• -------
.• . 2 . . -. . ------(ax) = axax = ax '• .......• - .... .. . .. ' ... ·'' ., 
. ._. - ... _.. ·-
ax is idempotent and byLemma 6 -ax e C (RJ.. Thus 
a= axa = aax = a2x. 
2 Conversely, suppose a =/ 0 and a x = a for some x e R. 
Then a2 10 and a3x2 = a 2x = a i O. Hence a 3 i O. It is 
easily seen that an i O for any integer n. • Q .E. D • 
The following theorem due to A. Forsythe and McCoy [3] 
characterizes regular rings in terms of division rings. 
Theorem 11. 
-
Let R be a regular ring. Then R is isomorphic 
to a subdirect sum of division rings if and only if R has no 
nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Proof: Suppose R is I isomorphic to a subdirect sum. T tl.°f ·d.-i--
vision rings D. and that the correspo·ndence is g_.iv'en: .O·Y 
1. 
d. E D ..• 
1 1 
Lf r £ R is nilpotent, then r 0 = 0 for some' no Hence 
n n· (d1,d2, ••• )=0 
Since a divis'ion ring has no prope·r divisors of zero, we mus·t .. 
have di= 0 foi all i; i.e. r = O. Note that this proof of 






Now let R be a regular ring with no nonzero nilpotent 
elementso By Theorem 5, R is isomorphic to. a subdirect sum 
of subdirectly irreducible rings D .• Each D. is a homo-1 1 
morphic image of the ring Rand is therefore regular. For, 
let · 
h.: R ---., D. 
' 
. - . - - - - - - - . - - 1 ' .-- ·---l. ---- ..;._ - -· - - - ·- . ----- - -
......... ~ ................... ~., ...... ,,, ...... , ..... -.... ~ ............... -~~·.---· ..... ,, .... _,, .. , ................. ~··-··· .. . ... . "' ... . . . - . . .. .. . .,., . . . . - ·- ........ ' -- . ... . ..... . . . -·. - -. . .. . ... - .. .. .. . . ... . . . . ·- . 
-• ,, -·--··-• ~ ... v 'f;e' •Ya homomorphism. Then for each a e R there exists x e R 
---....... ·-·-· --r-• •.. •-'·•·· ~-. _;.··--,·~-... . .••.•. 
I 
-· such that axa = a. Thus, since 
h .. (a) 
1 
and h. is onto for each i, D. is regular. Also, by Lemma 8 1 1 
for each a e R there exists x 
€
 R such that a2x = a. Hence 
for each h. 
1 
Since h. is onto, Lemma 8 implies that D. has no nonzero nil-1 1 
-
potent elements. By Lemma 7 the only idempotents in Di are 
the zero and the unit if the latter existso Let d. e D., 1 1 
d. =j Do Then there exists x. E ;D. such that 1 1 1 
Thus d.x. it O and 1 1 
d. X. d. = d
1
. =j O o 1 1 1 
2 (d.x.) = d.x.d.x. = d.x. ; 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1. 1 
• 1 •. e. d.x. is idempotent and d.x. = e. where e. is the unit of 1 1 1 1 1. 1 
D., the existence of which was demonstrated in Lemma 5. Simi-1 
larly, x.d. i O and is idempotent. Hence x.d. = e .• Since 1 1 1 1 1 
ever.y nonzero element of Di .has an inverse, D1 is. a division 





CHAPTER IV - SUBDIRECT SUM REPRESENTATIONS OF PRIME RINGS 
In the preceding chapters we were conce~ned with con-
ditions under which a given ring is isomorphic to a subdirect 
' ' 
sum of rings of a certain type. Krull [7) was the first to 
contribute significantly to a solution of the ·converse prob-
··- ____ r> ____ _ 
- t;. .... --. • - . - - - - ... . •• .... • . • . , , ,. , \ ·~ - n , "• .. , .. , ... ...,..,. .,. y 11,....-• - ,r, ., , -,. .. , "'• · 1 ....,..,- •'" -..,... - • · , • • ' • • • ·-4~ _.-. • "'"" - • ·- •• • • • • • • • •· ''"' 
lem. He took a set of fields and exaril.ined the· variou.s sub-
~-.. -----··-
.. 
direct sums of this set to determine which, if any, were repre-
sentations of an integral domain. In his early work he placed 
restrictions on the given set of rings which of course limit-
ed his) results. McCoy [11] has since·weakened many of Krull's 
hypotheses and generalized the results to a larger class, that 
of prime rings . 
We shall first discuss prime rings and prove some theo-
rems needed in the sequel. The notion of prime ideal can be 
generalized as follows. Let R be a rin3 and let P be an ideal 
of R. Let A, B be any· ideals of R. Pis prime if AB~ 0 
(mod P) impli~s A~ 0 (mod P) or B ~ 0 (mod P). A ring R is 
prime if (O) is a prime ideal of R. It is not difficult to 
show that R/P is prime if and only if Pis prime in R. 
Lemma 9. Let R be a ring and .a1,a2 , ..... ,an e R. If (O) is 
prime and (a1)(a2) ... (an) = (O), then (a1) = (0) for some i, 
1 ~ i ~ n. 
Proof: We prove this lemma by induction on n. If n = 2, the 
lemma is trivial by definition of (O) being prime. Suppose 














- -then for any a 1 e (a1), since a 1 ••• ak e (a1)(a2) ••• (ak), we 
have 
cal•· .ak) (ak+l> <; (al) (a2) ••• (ak+l) = o . 
Hence (i1 ••• a'k) = 0 or (ak+l) = O. If the latter case, we are 
. -- - - -done. So suppose ('a1 ... ak) = O. Then i 1 ••• a'k = 0 for any 
ai E (ai)' 1 ~ i ~ k~ Hence (a1)(a2) ••• (ak) = 0 and ai = 0 1 
.. 
1 -~ .,.{.#.~ k by the inductive- hypo.thesis . 
a, b 
€
 R, if aRb = O, then a= 0 orb= O. 
. ,i 
Proof: ~Assume the condition on the ~tatement of the theorem • 
. 
Let A, B be ideals of Rand suppose AB= 0 and Bi O. Since 
RB~ B and ARB~ AB = O, ARB = 0. Since B i O, there exists 
b e B, b =/ O. Let a e A be arbitrary. Then (a) c; A, (b) <; B 
and hence 
(a)R(b) ~ARB= O. 
Since aRb £ (a) R(b) = O, aRb = O. By the condition, a = 0 
since b i O. Since a 
€
 A is arbitrary, A = O; R is prime. 
Conve·rsely, suppose R is prime and aRb = O. Then 
RaR~R = O. By a straight forward calculation it can be ver-
ified that 
(a) 2 (b) 3 <;RaRbR = 0 
and by (a)= 0 or (b) = O; i.e. a= 0 orb= O. Q.E.D. 
Recall that C(R) denotes the center of the ring Ro Let 
N(R) designate the cardinality of C(R). We make the con-
vention that if C(R) is infinite N(R) = ~J otherwise, N(R) is 
a positive integer. Note that if N(R) = 1,. C(R) = O. In the 
·'. 






















following wevshall be concerned only with rings R such that 
! 
.. N(R) > 1. .. 
It is \lear tpat a commutative prime ring is an integral 
l _, 
domain since it can have no proper divisors of zero. 
Lemma 10. 
----
A finite integral domain is a field. 
Proof: Let the finite integral domain D haven distinct ele-
~ .... -·---.. ---- - . . ... . . . .. - . 
. .,. - -... -- -·-· -·- ·····-· ... ···--- ·-···.._ 
-- .. _ ·--·· 
ments a1,a2 , ..• an. Let a i O be any element of D and consider 
,,I 
.......... --.. ........... l,,4 • 1 ' •· • "• • • - ' • • 1 1 "• • - •••• ' • ,.,_,. 
--then products., 
aal,aaz, ... aan. 
These must all be distinct for if 
we must have 
aa. = aa. 
l. J 
a(a.-a.)=O. ]_ J 
,,·' 
and since D has .. no divisors of zer.o and a =/ :o, a. :.= a. which 
1. J 
is a contradiction. 
Thus the n products aai, 1 ~ i ~ n give all the elements 
of D. Hence for any b ED there exists a unique a. 
€ D such 
1 
that 
aa. = b. 
l. 
Thus ·Dis a division ring and since it is commutative, Dis 
a field. 
Theorem 13 ~ 
-----
Q.E.D. 
If Risa prime ring, then C(R) contains no prop-
er divisors of zero and if 1 < N(R) < oo, C(R) is a finite 
field o . 
Proof: Let ceC(R),c =/ O, and re R. Suppose er= re= O • 
We first show that (c) (r) = O. · Since~ 

















(c) = {nc+r I c 
we have 





(c) (r) ~ { I<nc+r 'c> (jr+r'r+r."r) f { I<ncjr+ncrr+ncr"r 
+r I c-j r+r I c'rr+r I cr"r) } . .. 
= { l(nj cr+n'rcr+nr"cr+j r I crtr ''rcr+r I r"cr) } = 0 
since er = O. Since R is prime, (c) = 0 or (r) = 0. __ H~r:,:~~- __ _ ..,, . . - .. . . ' . . . - - ... ' .. . .. .._ - . . .. ' . . . ' • • 0 H •• --.. -- ...... • 
-~- ... - .... -; _ ___.... ......... - . . .. ' . . ........ ·-·-· .. •·· - .. , ......... ' 
r = 0 since (c) i O; i.e. R has no proper divisors of zero. -
. ,....re a ,. .. - . _,,_.. . ,-. ~ . 
. . ... -· - -- .. -· 
,..,,.,,,_____ .. 
Clearly, C(R) is ~. commutative ring. Let A, J be ideals 
of C(R). Assume Ai (0) and AJ = (0). Then there exists 
a EA, a i O and further for all j E J, aj = O. By the above 
since a i Owe must have j = 0 for all j e J; i.e. J = {O). 
Thus C{R) is a prime ring and hence is an integral domain. 
If 1 < N(R) < oo, C(R) is a finite integral domain and hence 
. --
a field by the· previous lemma. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 14. If Risa prime ring and x an indeterminate, then 
----
the-polynomial ring R[x) is prime. 
1i Proof: Let f(x) and g(x) be polynomials of degrees m and n 
respectively. If f(x)R[x]g(x) = O, then in particular_ 
f(x)Rg(x) = O. 
Suppose f(x) i O and let ak be the first nonzero coefficient 




= (akxk + ak+lxk+l .•• amxm)R(b
0 
+ h1x + ••• +bnxn) 
. k k+l 
= (akRb 0 )x + (ak+lRb 0 + ~Rb1)x + 
(akRb2 + ak+lRb1 + ak+ZRb 0 )xk+2+ •.• +(amRbn)xn 
= 0 






akRbo = ak+lRb 0 + akRb1 = ••• amRbn =- O. 
Since R is prime and ak i 0, Theorem 12 implies that bi= 0 
i = 0,1,2, ... ,n; i.e~ g(x) = O. The same theorem also then 
implies that R[x] is prime. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 15. 
----
A prime ring R without a unit can be imbedded in 
a prime ring T with a unit and C {R) ~ C(T) • 
-· .... , . ~-·--.... 
. 
. ' .. ._,,._ ...... - ............... ,.•.· .. ~ .. - ............ ·-· .. . . . - . . -· .. ~- . .. . - . . .. 
----·--- ~· -- . ----· .. ···-··-· ... ··-· --·-···-···-·'·--
--Proof: Let T = R-+ I/(2). · Then for (r 1 ,a), (i2, b) E T define 
---
I ,..._. --- (rl,a) + (r2,b) = (r1+r2, a+b) 
(r1,a)(r2,b) = (r1r 2 + ar2 + br1 , ab). 
\ T has the element (0,1) as a unit. It is easily verified that 
Tis prime. Let 
--·"' 
S =·{(r,O) j r ER}. 
Then Sis a subring of T and the correspondence 
r 4 , (r, 0) 
clearly defines an isomorphism between Rand S. Thus R is 
imbedded in T. 
Further, for any (r,a) ET and r' E C(R) we have 
(r',O)(r,a) = (r'r + ar 1 ,0) = (rr' + r'a,O) = (r,a)(r',O). 
Hence, (r 1 ,0) E C(T) and C(R) ~ C(T). Q.E.D. 
The following theorem will be useful for future results. 
Theorem 16. 
-
Let R be a prime ring and x an indeterminate. 
If f(x) e R[x] is of degree n, then there exist at most n ele-
ments a. E C(R) such that f(a.) = O. 1 1 
Proof: Suppose R has a unit and a1 E C(R). By the Remainder 
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where fR(a 1) and fL(a1) are the unique right and left remain-
ders of f(x)~ on ~ivision by (x-a1). Since a 1 E C(R) we ~ave 
g(x)(x-a1) = (x-a1)g(x). 
Hence k(x) = g(~) and fL(a 1) = fR(a 1) = f(a1) above. Thus 
if f(a1) ~ 0 we have 
"'\' 
g (x) € R[ x] f(x) =.g(x)(x-a1) --w.--........ -.-,.,.. . -, -,•,--·~ -.·- •-.. ---:.- .., _. 
Now suppose f(a2) = O, and 
·~ ....... •· ·----- ·- .... 
................ ___ -- ........... ··-- -· ·- _ ....... - .: .. : ........ -·-
a 2 e C(R). Then r 
o = f(a 2) = g(a2)(a2-a1) 
and (a2-a1) e C(R) since C(R) is a ring. If a2 i a 1 , we must 
have g(a2) = 0 i~ so far as C(R) is without proper dii{sors 
of zero. Repeating the above argument on g(x) which is of de(~ 
gree n-1 we have 
h (x) . E R[ X] 
' 
where the degree of h(x) is n-2. We may do this at most n 
times obtaining the following 
f(x) = d(x-a1)(x-a2) ••. (x-an) a1 E C(R), d ER. 
If be C(R) i~,such that f(b) = 0, then b-a. ·= 0 for some i, 1. 
l ~ i ~ n by Theorem 13. 
If R does not have a unit element, by Theorem 15 we may 
imbed it in a prime ring T with a unit. By the above argument 
there are at most n elements c E C(T) such that f(c) = 0 wb,ere 
' 
f (x) e T[ x] . S<ince C (R) c; C (T), the des ired result fallows im- -,. 
mediately. Q.E.D. 
''"\ 
Theorem 17. If Risa prime ring and h(x) is a monic poly-
nomial of degree n with integral coefficients, then there exist ,, 
' -,n •• "' - ' - ~ --.-- L 
' 




at most n elements c e C(R) such that h(c) = 0. 
' 
Proof: Suppose R has a unit and let 
n n-1 h (x) = x + a 1x + .•• + a n- o 
where ai, 0 .{·i ~ n-1, are integers. Let b e C(R), b :/ 0. 
Then clearly g(x) = h(x)b e R[x]. The preceding Theorem as-
serts the_existence._ of at most n elements c e C(R) such that 
. .. . . ...... • ........... _,,. -·. -· .. ' .. . . .. 
.. . . :- .. •· •· . . - -·~ ... -· . •, ... ' . .. . . . . 
Since h(c) e C(R) and bi 0, we must have h(c) = 0. 
As above, if R has no unit, imbed it in a prime ring T 
• 
with a unit and repeat the argument. Q.E.D. 
We now recall the following facts_ which were stated pre-
viously. A necessary and sufficient condition for a prime 
ring R to be isomorphic to a subdirect sum of prime rings S. 1 
is that there exist in R prime ideals P. such that R/P. ~ S. 
1 1 1 
• 
and GI P. = (0). Further, if P. =/ (0) for all i e I,. then 
1 1 1 
R has a proper representation as a subdirect sum of the PFime 
rings R/P .. 1 
For convenience we use the following notatj.on in the 
sequel. Let m, m_., m•, 711! designate a set of ideals, usual-
. 1 1 ~ 
, .. ~=,.,_, • .,:,1 ·""" ·~::/if': 
... 
ly prime, in a prime ring R. Similarly'~ Q = nm, a' = n171' 
, 
Q . - n m. ' and Q ! = n 7!1 ? • 
1 1 1 1 
It is of interest to observe that a prime ring R can not 
have a proper representation as a subdirect sum of a finite 
n 
number. of rings. For su.ppose R ~ + S., S. 1 R for 1 ~-i ~ n. ) 1-1 1 1 
•.J -
There exists, then, a f.inite number, of ideals J. (i=1~2, ..• ,n). 
1 
in R such that 
···. 









n J. - (0) 
i=l l. 
· · Since 
. -# ... .:..~;. ·~ - •••.• ' •• ' 
.. , . 
J1J2·-~-·Jn~ Jln J2 n ~·.! nJn = (O) 
and R is prim~ Jk = (0) for some k, 1 ~ k ~ n. But then 
R/Jk = R, which is a contradiction. 
• 
( 
The following result due to Krull .. [ 4- will--be useful in 
.. "'. . .. . . . . . . . . ....... - . . ..... . 
. , ' . .. .. . '. . ~ . 
_ p~-~ing the pri~J-pal the~~~ ... C?.f. .. t=.his chapter. __ 
Theorem 18. 
-
Let 1· be an indexing set. If the prime ring R 
is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of prime rings S .. (i E I) 
1. 
and the set {N(Si) I i € 1} is bounded, then N(R) < oo, 
Proof: Recall that N(R) denotes the cardinality of C(R). 
By hy~othesis there exists a positive integer M such that 
qi = N(Si) < M for all i € I. By Theorem 13 each C(Si) is 
zero or a finite field with less than M elements. Since any 
two finite fields with the same number of elements are iso-
morphic, there exist at most a finite number, say n, .of non-· 
\ 
~somorphic fields with fewer than M elements. 
The nonze-ro elements of C(S.) form a multiplicative group 
1 
q -1 of order q.-1. Hen'Ce for each s. e C(S.), s.i = 1; i.e. 
1 1 1. 1 
each s. e C(S.) is a root of the polynomial 1 1. q. 
g , (x) = X l. - X. 
qi 
\ 
Hence, for each s e U C(S.), sis a root of the following 
. I 1 1€ _.., 
manic polynomial with integral co.efficients; 
ql q2 qn 
, f (x) = (x - x) (x J x) ••• (x - x) • 
·Now we consider the homomorphism 
~' 
L ' 











induced by the subdirect sum representation. If re C(R), 
. 
then for each x ER and all i e I, 
h.(r)h.(x) = h.(x)h.(r) 
1 1 1 - 1-
and thus hi(r) E C(Si) for each i e I. 
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We assert that---f {r) = 0 for every r E C(R). Let the iso-
-- ·-
morphism between Rand the subdirect sum of the S. be given by 
.. . . ....... --· -----·- .. . - 1 
Then .. 
f ( r) .e • f (s 1 , s 2 , . . . ) = ( f ( s 1) , f ( s 2) , . . . ) 
and under hi' f(r) • f(si). Suppose r,€ C(R) and f(r) =/ O. 
Then for some i, f(s 1.) =/ 0 and from aboves. r/ U (C(S.)). 1 . I 1 1€ 
' However, h. (r)· = s. E C(S.) for all i E I. This is a contra-
1 1 1 
diction. Thus f(r) = 0 for all r E C(R) and by Theorem 17 · 
" C(R) is finite. Q.E.D. 
The following two lemmas will be basic for our purposes. 
' 
Lemma, 11. Let R be a countable prime ring with an infinite 
center and let {Pt I i = 1,2,,.,} be a countable set of non-
oo 
zero prime ideal·s in R with n p. = (0). Then we can choose 
. 1 1 1= 
00 
a sequence Pt (k ~~~2, ..• ) such that n p. = r(O) aild one 
k k=l 1 k \ 
~· 
_of the following is true·; ··~\ 
(1) 
(2) 
~ (R/pi ). = oo 
.. . k 
N(R/p. ) ·< oo and N(R/p1., ,) < N(R/p. . ) 
~k . . · k 1 k+l 
·, 
,· 
(k ·= 1, 2 ,· •.... ) 
.(k. -~ 1 ,-2 , . . . ) .. 
··~- .· -
. ·-·.;,:::,.·•,.·_u·: __ ·, 
.,. ... '. . 
..,,..,; ... ;;... .•.•. !, ...... 
.. . 
Proof: Let 
--_ m= {pi I pi is a prime ideal of R, i. :!:'l,2, ••• } 
and 
1111 = {Pi I: Pi E 111 , 
,.,. ""' .. ...__ •'' ,..,. •• 'I •. . • • 




If Q l = n 111 1 and Q 2 = n m 2 , then Q l n a 2 = (0) 
' 
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since m = ml u 1112 and by hypothesis. n m = (0) we have 
~ 
co> = nm = {n1111)n (n 1112)= a1n a2· 
If al = (0), then (1) holds for a sequence in m consisting 
;...;..._· 
... ~ ...... ·• , ....; 
of those ideals in 1111 . We claim that if £2 1 i (0), then 
. -t., .... r 
l'.2 2 = (0). For suppose x E ll. 1, xi O and let y E [l2 . Then 
(x) ~ 01, (y) ~a2 and further 
(x) (y) £ Q 1 n 02 = (0). 
Since R is prime, (x) = (0) or (y~) = (0) • Since .(x). :f. (.0):., 
y = o. Thus Oz = {O). 
Since R is countable, we can enumerate the nonzero ele-
ments of Rina sequence, say a 1 ,a2 , •••• Because Q 2 = nm2 
. 
= (0) there exists p. e m2 such that a 1 ¢ p. . Let 11 11 
and 
m" = 2 
{pi 
{Pi I Pi e 1llz, N(R/pi) > N{R/pi1) }· 
,,, 
........ ·-·· ... ~ 
_.. ...... --4. 





: . .:.-f-: ... 
· a 2 = n1!l2 = cnmz>n<nmz> = a2na2 = co>. 
' ' ' .. 
We claim that Q 2 f (0) . For suppose Cl 2 = (0). By Theorem 
2, R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of the rings R/p., p. an 1 1. 
element of 1112'. Further, for aTiy p. em 2', p. =/ (0); ( if 
· 1 1 
p. = (O) for some j, N(R/p.) = N(R) and N(R) would be finite). 
J J 
Thus this representation must be nontrivial and by Theorem 18, 
• ... 41""' • . ............... ,.,__ ••• 
N (R) < oo .. whi:.ch- {mplies a contradiction. Hence-a_ 2 =,· (OJ. As ---
\ __ 
.... --- .. ····~-... -~ .. , ..... ....;·.;.~·-;;.:; , ... -................................ , ........... ·-·· ................ _ .. __ ............... . . ' ~ ,,,._,_ -- .... ,.. . ... . .. __ __..... .. ' ... .... . . . . ,• ....... •. ... ... . ... .... . .,.__,__ 
••• .,... <' .... --~ 
be_fore, we must ·have a2" = (0) and there must exist P· em·" 1 2 2 
.. 
Note/that ~(R/p. ) < N(R/p. ) . Now let 
/ 1 1 1 2 
such that a 2 i pi . 
- 2 
1::, 




We may repeat the above argument obtaining a sequence of prime 
.. 
ideals p. (k = 
.. 1k 1,2, .•. _.-) such that ak </ p .. ' . 1k Thus 
. 
n P · = (.O). 
k 1 k 
and moreover N (R./p. ) ·< N·(R/p . ) for k = 1, 2 , . . . . 
.. ~k_. 1 k+l 
Q_.·E. D'.• . 
Lemma 12. Let J be an ideal of R and c e R,. C e C(R/J). If 
---
xis an indeterminate, then R[x]/(J,x-c)·~ R/J. In particular 
if·. J i.s a prime ideal in R, then (J ,x-c) is a prime idea,l in 
R-[ X J • 
Proof: We remark that we. do ::n.ot:- necessarily assume R t.o have 
• 




a unit. Also, (J,x-c) is to be interpreted as follows 
(J,x-c) = {j + f(x) (x~c) I j E J, f(x) e R[x]}; 
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·1.e. (J,~-c) does not have the usual meaning of the sum of 
the ideals J and (x-c). If re· R, let~ deno~e the residue 
class to which r belongs modulo J. 
... 
Consider the mapping h: R[x] ----• R/J defined as follows: 
n · · n-1 ·· · -·-· --·-·· ___ . ··---- · · ·. _;, ~ ...::._-n·..: l · - · · · · - -·~ ... 
h(a x + a 1x + ... + a ) = a c + a 1c + ... + a . o. n o n 
It is easily verified tha~h-is a homomorphism of Rlx] onto 
R/J. Now · 
kerh = {g (x) E R[x] h(g(x)) 
= {g (1c) € R[x] g(c) 
.. 
= {g,~x) E RLx) I g(x) '=' f(x)(x-c), f(X) E R[xJ} 
-\ 
_ .. 
= {g(x) ~· .R[i] I g(x):f(x) (x-c) mod J, f(x)ER[xJ}. 
Hence we have that 
kerh = fg(x) E R[x] I g(x) = j + f (x) (x-:-c) jEJ, f (x)ER[x]} 
= (J,x-c). 
By the Fundamental Theorem of Homomorphisms we have 
R[x]/(J,x-c) ~ R/J. 
If· J is prime, R/J is· a prime ring. Hence R[ x] /(J, x-c) • 1S a 
prime ring and (J,x-c) is pri~e in R[x]. Q.E.D . 
.... :,~ .... " 
" 











chapter. McCoy's version generalizes a r~sult first proved 
by Kru11[7]. This theorem is a vivid illustration of the prob-
I I., 
lem stated at the beginning of the chapter. We are given a 
' 
countable set of prime ·rtngs ·R. and we look at t~ various sub-
-- 1 
direct sums of these rings and ask th~ following· ~·que'stion; 
' 
Under what conditions- does R[x], where R !_s a giveri ring of a 
.,._ 
specific type, have a representation- as a subdirect sum of·- the 
prime rings R.? The answer is to be found in the f_ollowing 
1 
important result. 
Theorem 19. Let ~-be a cbuntable prime ring with infinite 
center. If R has a non trivial representation as a subdirect 
sum of a countable number of prime rings R. (i = 1, 2, ... ) , 
1 
then R[x] also has a non trivial representation as a subdirect 
~ 
sum of the prime rings R .• 
1. 
j Proof: By hypothesis there. ·e.xists a countable number of non'!'"' 
zero prime ideals Pt of R (i 9 1~2, ... ) such that 
arid R/p. ~ R .. In Lemma 12 let J = p. and c = 0. 
1 1. 1 
00 
n P.: = 0 
i=l l. 
Then 
R/p. ~ R. is a homomorphic image of R[x] for· each i. If we 1. 1 
can show that R[x] is isomorphic to a·subdirect sum of some of 
the rings R., then by Theorem 1, R[x] will be isomorphic to a 1 
subdirect sum of the rings R .• 
1 
By Lemma 11 there exists a sequence p. c. p. (k ==- 1 .. :,,:.2·,, ~:·!·-,.) 1k - 1 
00 






I I. IJ I ' 
(k = 1 ,:2:,. •: •. : .• ): 
J 
(2) 




••• .,, • I 
N(R/p. ) < co 
l.k 
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N{R/p. ) < N(R/p. ) 
· 
1 k 1k+l 
(k = 1, 2, ... ) ··. 
We- cla.im -that for any positive integer s 
' CX) 
... ' ' ·" :·~--· ·-. . .. ( 3) n . p . == < o) - .. ,, . k==s· -· ..1.k · -··~ · ·· · ___ ,. .. · ······---··· · ··· · ': ..... ~·' ..... ·!--· 
·--
-~. - Tfie proof-cir·-.··'-tli.is··~~is ··by induction on k. Clearlx it is true for 
CX) 
00 
k = 1. Assume· n p. - {O) for some n > 2. Let J = n p .. -k=n l.k - k=n+l 1 k 




p. = pi.· n J = (OJ_ •. 1 k n 
However, p. JC p. n J = (0). 
1 - 1 
n n C 
Since Risa prime ring p. 
in 
= (0) 
orJ:;;(0) •. Butp. =/(0)., 
. in_ 
00 
h·enc e n p . = ( 0) .. 
k=n+l 1.k 
For any po.s:t,.t·:tv·e integer r, the number of ideals p.. ,s11c-h. 
·lk 
that N{R/p. ) ~ t· i.s .. finite. Hence for aQy :·p_o_sitive. :integers ]_k 
-r and s th.e s.et· 
.. 
.. '. . 
-is ·fiut·-t··e.. ·Th.erefor.e, t·he set 













(4) n F(s,r) = (O). ~ 
k=s 
Let f 1(x); f 2(x), .... be nonzero elements of R(x] of ar-
·bitrary order. By equation (4) with s = 1 and r =. ~e_g_ ~l (x) 
• ,,_..:-,- •• ·- ••••. __ , • ..,. .... ,. ·····--· .... ,. ·"··--·· • ..... >,.._ ...... • • .. ;· : .... '.i •• ,: • ·"~· 
Let 
.......... ......... ~- .. .,. . ,, .......... ·-. _ .. ____ ' . •.·~· "':'· --~~--- .---· .•· 
If all the ideals of A contained all coefficients of £1 (x), 
00 
then n Ai (0). Hence there e~ists at least one ideal of A, 
k=l 
, , ,, which does not contain all coef f ic:i..ents. of £1 (X) •. Let p. be 1k 
1 
., 
the first such prime ideal. (Recall that all ideals in A are 
prime.) Now R/p:i.. is prime and we consider 11 (i) E kl 
·(.R/. ·:n • )·[ x· •J: _.., 
... r:1.. . ·. . 
.... kl .. 
Since p. does not contain all coefficients o:f'. f_._1 .... ·(x:,)_··_,,. i-
. k·1 
deg I 1 (X) < deg f 1 (x) . 
:!:.£· ·deg f 1 (x) = ·k., t·hen Theorem 16 asserts the existenc·e of at 
most k elements.'c°E C{R/p. ) such that I 1 (C) = O. However, 1kl 
sine~/ p. E A, N(R/p. ·) > k -a.:ti.d hence there exists at least. / 1k ik 
./ 1 1 ~ element C E C(R/p. ) such that fl (c) =/ 0. Let 1k ' 
1 
(pi , x-c) = p. [x] . 
~1 1kl 
.. 
. < IJ•, , 
• ..l - - -
., -- -
- - - -
/ 
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Then by Lemma 12, pi [x] is prime in ~[x] and by the proof . 
kl 
of that lemma £1· (x) r/ p. [ x] . Also we have that · 
. l.k 
1 
R[x]/p. [x] ~ R;1p. ~ R. • 11<1 ., . 1kl 1kl 
,a, .......... ·.:· .. ·.· .......... To .complete the proof we use an inductive process. Sup-




~ . . .. 
. . ,. ... ... - .. . . . .... __ ,. . ~ . ... ,.. . - . ., ... " . ......... _ .... ___ ..... ,,_,. ~ _ .. _' ... . . . " . . ,•; . ... . . ... . ~ . ... ... .,. . --- -- -· 
= 1, 2 /'! .. , n) have been found pose .prime ideals pi "[x] ~ R[x] (j 
- - . k. - --- - . - - -· . - - . ----- ..... , 
J i . ii 
s·uch-- that .. 
• 
(j: ,= 1, ·2.:, -~ •. • .. , n) 
and 
-. 
R[x]/pi [x] ~ Ri 
k. k. 
J J 
(j =· 1 , 2 , . • . ,n) . 
We may also assume ik < ik . < -.~: ... <- ik . By equation (4) 1 2 ·· n 
Q {pik I k > ikn' N(R/pik) > deg fn+l(x)} == (0). 
be the first one not containing all. the coeffi.cient_s of fn+l (x). 
As above , there exists d E · C (R/pi . ) such that 
· kn+l 
In+ 1 (d) =/- a,, 
.This implies that 
f +l(x) i (p. , x-d) = p. [x]. 
n ikn+l ikn+l 
It is cle~r that this process can be continued obtaining a 







I' .(·"\·« ·· ._ 
. p 
pi [ X] ' pi . [ X] , • • • 
kl k2' 
of nonzero prime ideals in R[ x] such t·hat 




. . ~ . : . . . : . - . ' . .. . . . . . . 
... 
. . . . . .. . . .. .. 
.. . '~- . . ...... , ... :• . . . ; 
then. fu (~) ~--·pi~·-txL whi'Ch -~ 
u 
i·s a contradiction. Hence by Theorem 2 R[x] is. isomorphic to 
a subdirect sum of the rings R[x]/p. [x] and by Lemma 12 ]_k. 
') J 




(.j = 1, 2 , ... ) . 
~ . k. k. 
~. J J J 
We now explici;ly show that R[x] is isomorphic to a subdirect 
. 
SU(ll of th·e R. (i = 1,2., .... ) knowing that it i.s isomo~phic to a 1 
subdirect sum of the rings R. (j = 1,.2, .. ·~-·). For each 1k. 
J 
0 i r(x) E R[x] there exists O i r. 
.. :· 1k 
., 







. . . •. f' ; 1. .• e.. ·1· ·· 
is the homomorphism h. (r (x)) -l.k 
Thus for each non-
u 
zero.r(x) E R[x], hi. (r(x)) =/ Q .. f,·or at least one j. By Theorem 
·k . •. . . . 
J 
1 R[ x] is isomorphic to a sub·d.ir·ec·t· s·um of the ring·s .. R.i. 
-~ 
Since pi i (0) (i ~ 1j2, ... ), pi[x] - (p1, x-c) 1 0 





























(i -= 1,2,, .. ) for c E C(R/pi). · Thus the representation of 
• i, R[x] is in fact proper and the proof is completed. 
t 
. . . 
- - -
- :- - ·.- ,- ~· -~ - ·,.; 
• 
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